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ABSTRACT With the challenge to form the networks of the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS),

both technologies of vehicles and wireless communication are required to be connected tightly. In terms of

wireless communication, the communication system in the terahertz (THz) frequency range with ultra-large

bandwidth is a potential technology to support very high-data-rate wireless transmission at the age of

beyond fifth-generation mobile communications (B5G). In this paper, the carrier frequency of 300 GHz

with 8 GHz bandwidth vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) channel is characterized for the urban and highway

scenario, respectively. The self-developed ray-tracing (RT) simulator is employed with the calibrated

electromagnetic (EM) parameters. Since the wavelength of carrier frequency approaches the diameters of

raindrops and snowflakes, the significant influence of the precipitation on the channel characterization is

studied in our work as well. The large-scale parameters of the THz V2I channel, including path loss, Rician

K -factor, root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread, and angular spreads are explored in the target scenarios

under sunny, rainy, and snowy conditions, respectively. The channel characteristics studied in this paper can

be used to support the link-level and system-level design for the future THz vehicular communications.

INDEX TERMS Channel characteristics, ray-tracing simulation, terahertz communication, vehicle-to-

infrastructure channel, wave propagation.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the challenge to form internet of intelligent vehicles

and with the demand to support high-data-rate communi-

cation traffic, the two technologies of vehicles and wire-

less communications are connected tightly today and also

in the future. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) play

an important role in the modern transportation field, such as

automatic road enforcement, dynamic traffic light sequence,

autonomous vehicles, and so on. While the vehicles are in

high-speed autonomous model, real-time and fast exchange

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Xuefeng Yin .

of dynamic information must be transmitted from vehicle to

vehicle (V2V), vehicle to infrastructure (V2I), and vehicle

to anything (V2X) in a short time. The V2V communica-

tions are realized among the moving vehicles i.e. vehicles

act as a source, destination, and router in the communi-

cation process. Intermediate nodes (vehicles) transfer mes-

sages between source and destination nodes [1]. The V2I

communication allows vehicles to communicate with Road

Side Units (RSUs), gathering sensing data about the vehicles

and sounding traffic [2]. The V2X provides communica-

tion services between a vehicle and networks, vehicles, and

pedestrians. Such transferred information includes not only

small data such as the speed, the location, the directions of
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neighboring vehicles, but also the big data such as video

of surrounding environments and/or three-dimensional (3D)

high-resolution maps [3], which can be used by the trans-

portation control system for congestion avoidance, general

warnings (e.g., dangerous situations), and overall traffic effi-

ciency improvement [4]. With the concepts of cloud and

fog computing in the future development of the internet of

vehicular technology, the whole new security architecture

and computing platform for the vehicular network can be

achieved [5]. Using the multipath components extracted with

the space-alternating generalized expectation-maximization

(SAGE) algorithm, the wireless channel response can be

characterized from the V2I measurement results [6].

In order to support the potential applications related to

the future vehicles, vehicular communications is calling for

transmission of a huge amount of data with improved relia-

bility and reduced latency [7]. For the 5th-generation mobile

comunications (5G), to improve the spectrum efficiency, mil-

limeter wave (mmWave) band with GHz bandwidth and mas-

sive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) [8] are most

adopted. At the age of beyond 5G (B5G), the terahertz (THz)

frequency range, i.e. beyond 300 GHz, ultra-high band-

width beyond 20 GHz can be identified, and therefore, over

100 Gbps data rates can be accommodated even only with

moderate spectral efficiencies [9].

As the mmWave band has been adopted for consumer

electronics, for example, in the 60 GHz unlicensed band

the IEEE 802.11ad standard for wireless local area networks

supports up to 7 Gb/s data rates [10], most of the existing

vehicular works have transferred the target frequency range

from sub-6 GHz to mmWave band. In [11], the authors

proposed an efficient beam alignment method for mmWave

V2I communications leveraging position information and

multipath fingerprints. In [12], the communication channel

and the self-interference (SI) channel with different settings

of transmit-receive antenna spacing and polarization config-

urations were measured in an indoor environment. In [13],

the authors analyzed the suitability of traditional path loss

modeling methods for a 28 GHz urban microcell (UMi)

environment by using a calibrated ray-tracing (RT) data-set

for New York City (NYC). However, in order to support

multi-Gbps or even Tbps data rates for intelligent traffic, only

the THz bands can provide the multi-gigahertz contiguous

bandwidths. For B5G, the THz band is promising to provide

the required high capacity, low latency, high reliability, and

predictability for safe autonomous driving and ITS needs [4].

In [14], the authors provided an overview to the opportunities

as well as the challenges in THz communications for vehic-

ular networks, such as the transceiver design, ultra-massive

MIMO antenna arrays, novel waveforms, channel estimation

techniques, and so on. Thus, a comprehensive characteriza-

tion for vehicular communications is required to pave the way

of addressing these challenges.

Generally speaking, channel characterization in the THz

frequency range has been studied for short propagation dis-

tance, mostly in the indoor environment due to the high path

loss and atmospheric absorption. The first ultra-wideband

(UWB) indoor channel measurement at 300 GHz was in an

office environment [15]. The channel modeling document of

IEEE 802.15 TG3d [16] describes the propagation charac-

teristics and channel models of the operational environments

for the considered application such as close proximity Point-

to-Point (P2P) applications [17], intra-device communica-

tion [18], backhaul/fronthaul, and data center network [19].

Nie and Akyildiz in [20] presented a three-dimensional (3-D)

time-varying THz channel model that captures the peculiari-

ties in propagation parameters in office.

Through the use of array antennas, high-gain and

high-directivity beams will be generated to prolong the com-

munication distance. Besides, the maximum communication

distance of solid state THz wireless communication system

developed by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Cor-

poration (NTT) of Japan is from 3 km to 4 km. However,

long distance outdoor communication scenarios at THz band

are rarely studied. Due to the longer propagation distance,

not only the well-informed atmospheric gas attenuation but

also the specific attenuation due to rain and snow cannot be

neglected. As for the atmospheric gas attenuation, the main

molecules such as water vapor and oxygen molecules are

excited by electromagnetic (EM) waves at specific frequen-

cies within the THz band. As a result of the internal vibrations

of these molecules, part of the energy of the propagating

wave is turned into kinetic energy. The Radiocommunica-

tion Sector of the International Telecommunication Union

(ITU-R) P.676-11 [21] is given for the estimation of standard

atmospheric conditions including oxygen and water vapor

molecular at frequencies up to 1000GHz. In addition, the pre-

cipitation attenuation caused by the interaction between the

propagating waves and the raindrops and snowflakes has

been studied in few experimental studies and limited lectures

for the case of outdoor tests in adverse weather conditions

whichmay pose a threat to sensitive measurement equipment.

S.Ishii et al. in [22], [23] calculated the rain attenuation

at 313 GHz under a rainfall rate of up to 12 mm/h and

at 355.2 GHz under a rainfall intensities up to 25 mm/h,

where it was found that the prediction of ITU-R P.838-3 [24]

has a good agreement with the results of these propagation

experiment. In [25], the authors concluded that the rain atten-

uation of the THz wave increases with the increasing rainfall

intensity, and the temperature has little effect on the rain atten-

uation. In [26], an outdoor line-of-sight (LOS) data link was

measured in a significant snowstorm. The excess attenuation

caused by snow can be separated into the effects of absorption

and scattering throughout the THz range. However, most of

these related works only focused on the received power, but

not other channel parameters.

Thus, in this paper, we characterize the V2I chan-

nel at the THz band comprehensively with the following

contributions:

• We reconstruct the urban and highway scenarios

and conduct the simulations using the measurement-

validated RT simulator with different heights of
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transmitter (Tx) and a moving receiver (Rx) carried by

a bus. As the wave length at 300 GHz approaches the

diameters of raindrops and snowflakes, the significant

influence of rain and snow particles cannot be neglected

anymore. Thus, we firstly add the attenuation caused by

rain and snow to each ray from the simulation results

of the V2I channel. In this way, the V2I channel can

be studied at 300 GHz for urban scenario and high-

way scenario under sunny, rainy, and snowy conditions,

respectively.

• Based on extensive RT simulation results, the V2I chan-

nel in the urban and highway scenarios are characterized

in terms of path loss, shadow fading, Rician K -factor,

root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread, azimuth angular

spread of arrival/departure (ASA/ASD), elevation angu-

lar spread of arrival/departure (ESA/ESD). Through

analyzing these parameters, we evaluate the Tx heights

and reveal the significance of the strong reflection at

the THz band. These parameters will provide the fun-

damental for designing THz technologies and commu-

nication systems in a similar scenario under different

weather conditions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

describes our previous work about the channel soundingmea-

surements in a train test center at 300 GHz for the calibration

of the relevant materials and validation of the RT simulator.

Section III introduces the urban and highway scenarios and

simulation configurations. Section IV details the attenuation

caused by raindrops and snowflakes in our study. In Section V

and Section VI, all the V2I channel parameters are character-

ized and summarized for the urban scenario and the highway

scenario, respectively. Finally, conclusions and future work

are drawn in Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In our previous study [27], the channel measurement cam-

paigns were supported by an ultra-wideband (UWB) channel

sounder at the measured frequency band from 300 GHz to

308 GHz. Two groups of measurements were conducted in a

train test center with trains, tracks, and lampposts, including

the materials of metal, glass, brick, and so on. The measure-

ment environment and geometry information can be found

in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. Based on the measured

channel gain, the RT is utilized to validate the geometry

and to calibrate the EM parameters of related materials.

The RT simulator employed in this study is self-developed

by Beijing Jiaotong University and Technische Univer-

sität Braunschweig. It is composed of a V2V RT simula-

tor [28], [29] and an UWB THz RT simulator [30], [31].

It has been successfully applied in different works [32], [33].

Recently, this RT simulator is extended to a high-performance

computing (HPC) cloud-based platform (CloudRT). More

details of this platform can be found in [34] as well as the

website http://raytracer.cloud.

The power domain mean error of the multipaths in the

first measurement compared to the RT simulation results is

FIGURE 1. Measurement campaign in the train test center at 300 GHz.

FIGURE 2. Geometry information of the measurement campaign.

TABLE 1. EM parameters of different materials in RT simulations.

only 0.74 dB, and its time delay mean error is 0.19 ns corre-

sponding to 6 cm in distance. For the second measurement,

the mean error in power is 0.4 dB and the mean error in time

delay is 0.05 ns. It is noteworthy, there is no error for the LOS

path, because it serves as the reference for comparison. The

EM parameters of the related materials are listed in Table 1,

where ε′
r and ε′′

r represent the real and imaginary parts of

the relative permittivity [35], respectively, and where S and α

are the scattering coefficient and exponent referring to [36],

can be used as the EM parameters in this following study.

Furthermore, from the measurement and RT results, it can be

observed that the metallic wagon body is the main reflectors

in the measured scenario, and therefore, the objects which

have a strong influence on the THz propagation channel in

our following work should be revealed.

III. RT SIMULATION FOR THZ CHANNEL IN URBAN

AND HIGHWAY SCENARIOS

In this section, the simulation scenarios of urban and highway

are defined and reconstructed. Totally 8 cases are simulated

(sampling interval: 1.38m in the urban scenario and 1.17m in

the highway scenario, respectively). Moreover, we consider

166986 VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 3. 3D model of the constructed urban scenario.

FIGURE 4. 3D model of the constructed highway scenario with metallic
barriers.

the impact on different weather conditions: sunny, rainy, and

snowy days, respectively. The simulation results support the

channel characterization and the simulation configurations

are detailed as follows.

A. OVERVIEW OF SCENARIOS AND

SIMULATION CONFIGURATIONS

In this study, the RT simulations are realized by the con-

structed 3D environment model with previous calibrated EM

parameters. The 3D details of the considered environment

are built based on the OpenStreetMap (OSM), which is a

collaborative project to create a free editable map of the

world. In order to make it easier to access OSM data, a plugin

for SketchUp is developed, which can be found on thewebsite

http://raytracer.cloud/software. As shown in Fig. 3, 3D urban

scenariowith 4 lanes is selected as one of the target simulation

scenarios. Moreover, an 8-lane highway reconstructed by

SketchUp, with a median strip in the middle of the highway.

As metal is a type of perfect electric conductor (PEC), on the

one hand, the region without LOS but with the reflected

path from metallic smooth surface will be promised to build

the link through reflection in the even Non-LOS (NLOS)

region or strengthen the robustness of communication links

and improve the quality and received power. On the other

hand, the strong reflected path will cause interference, or it

will result in different channel characteristics. For this reason

and the reality of highway structure, the constructed highway

scenario is divided into two cases with metallic noise barriers

(Fig. 4) and without metallic noise barriers (Fig. 5) on the two

sides of the road.

In this study, either Tx or Rx antenna is omni-directional

vertically polarized antenna with the transmitting power

of 0 dBm and with the antenna gain of 0 dBi, in order to

FIGURE 5. 3D model of the constructed highway scenario without
metallic barriers.

FIGURE 6. Constructed bus and Rx location.

simulate the pure propagation channel without the influence

of certain antenna pattern. In reality, if the target distance

is over 100 meters, then for sure the directional antennas

or beamforming techniques will be required. Hence, in the

future various antenna patterns or beamforming strategies can

be evaluated through coupling them with such a propagation

channel based on our study. As shown in Fig. 6, the Rx

antenna is carried by a typical bus both in urban and highway

scenarios, respectively. The bus is with a length of 13 m,

a width of 2.6 m, and a height of 3 m. The antenna is with

a height of 0.2 m over the top of the bus and a distance from

the bus tail of 0.1 m. The trajectories of Rx and the locations

of Tx in our study are shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,

respectively. The travel distance of Rx is 500 m for both

scenarios. For the urban scenario, the Tx is placed at the side

of the building with a height of 25 m or a traffic light with

a height of 5 m, respectively, while three different heights of

Tx in the highway scenario are 5 m, 10 m, and 25 m.

The carrier central frequency of simulation is 304 GHz

with a bandwidth of 8 GHz. In order to decide the highest

effective order of reflected rays which should be traced in

simulation, the preliminary simulation along the Rx trajectory

is made. As an example, Fig.7 shows the channel gain of

the combinations of the ‘‘LOS’’ propagation mechanism and

different orders of reflection. It is noticeable that the chan-

nel gain varies obviously from ‘‘LOS’’ to ‘‘LOS+Ref∼2nd

Ord’’, while it almost does not change from ‘‘LOS+Ref∼2nd

Ord’’ to ‘‘LOS+Ref∼4th Ord’’. Hence, up to the second

order of reflected rays should be traced in simulation. The EM

properties of materials have been calibrated in our prelimi-

nary work in [27] and are listed in Table 1. More details about

the simulation configuration are summarized in Table 2.

VOLUME 7, 2019 166987
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FIGURE 7. Received power of different combinations of rays in the
highway scenario.

TABLE 2. Simulation configuration for urban and highway simulations.

In total, 2 cases of urban channel, 6 cases of highway chan-

nel are defined, simulated and characterized, respectively.

In summary, 8 cases are defined as follows:

1) Urban-5: Tx is 5 m high in the urban scenario.

2) Urban-25: Tx is 25 m high in the urban scenario.

3) Highway-5-Barrier: Tx is 5 m high in the highway

scenario with metallic barriers at two sides of the road.

4) Highway-5-noBarrier: Tx is 5 m high in the highway

scenario without metallic barriers.

5) Highway-10-Barrier: Tx is 10 m high in the highway

scenario with metallic barriers at two sides of the road.

6) Highway-10-noBarrier: Tx is 10 m high in the highway

scenario without metallic barriers.

7) Highway-25-Barrier: Tx is 25 m high in the highway

scenario with metallic barriers at two sides of the road.

8) Highway-25-noBarrier: Tx is 25 m high in the highway

scenario without metallic barriers.

IV. RAIN AND SNOW ATTENUATION

As the wavelength of carrier frequency approaches the diam-

eter of raindrops or snowflakes, the significant influence of

these two precipitation on the transmission of high-frequency

signals has been recognized for some time. Due to the Mie

scattering effect [37], not only the link budget calculation

but also the channel parameters are expected to become

different. Since the Mie scattering happens when the size of

the scatter is nearly equal to the wavelength of the incident

light, the influence of raindrops and snowflakes on channel

characterization are studied in our work, respectively.

A. RAIN ATTENUATION

The measurements of rain attenuation in [22], [23] indicate

that the propagation experiment is in very good agreement

with the calculation from the specific attenuation model for

use in prediction method by ITU-R P.838-3 [24]. In addition,

it can be concluded that the rain attenuation of THz wave is

little affected by temperature. The specific rain attenuation

γRain is predicted at a given rain rate R with the unit of

mm/h increases exponentially up to the critical frequency,

both for light rain and for heavy rain, which is according to

the following relationship:

γRain = kRα (1)

where k and α are the functions of the carrier frequency f

in the range from 1 GHz to 1 THz and other parameters,

such as temperature, polarization direction, and path eleva-

tion angle. In our work, the operating carrier frequency is

f = 300 GHz and the corresponding parameters k and α are

calculated according to [24]. As we know, heavy rain in the

south of China, especially in the summer, often makes traffic

rampant, and tens of thousands of citizens are stranded on the

way. As an example, we choose the city, Guangzhou, China,

as the research target. The website https://www.latlong.net/

provides the exact latitude and longitude information and

with the help of ITU-R P.837-7 [38], an estimate can be

obtained from the map of rainfall rate R0.01 = 83.50 mm/h,

where R0.01 is the value which the rainfall rate exceeded for

0.01% of an average year. Thus, the rain attenuation can

be calculated for each ray in our study. Although the rain

attenuation γRain is related to the elevation angle of each path,

the values vary little from 26.01 dB/km to 26.21 dB/kmwhile

the elevation angle varies from 0◦ to 180◦ in our study.

B. SNOW ATTENUATION

Snowflakes have open structures with uneven surfaces and

are formed in various shapes: columnar, needle-like, dendritic

crystal, etc. The sizes of snowflakes generally vary between

2 mm to 5 mm and their maximum size can reach up to

15 mm [39]. The snowflake has a structure of the combi-

nation of air, ice, and water. The attenuation by snowflakes

is expected to be more pronounced at a shorter wavelength,

such as at 300 GHz band and higher frequency band. In [40],

it concludes that three times greater attenuation can be caused

by wet snow compared with the same rate of rain precipita-

tion. This can be explained by lower fall velocity and larger

size of snow particles compared to raindrops. The general

conclusion is that as snowfall rate increases, the attenuation

also increases for both wet and dry snowstorms. Higher

attenuation is expected for snow particles with higher water

content.

Yet, till now few experimental studies on snow effect to the

wireless channel have been reported systematically compared

to the rain effect on the wireless communication links, not to

mention in the THz band range. There is no recommendation

in ITU to model the attenuation caused by snow particles.

In this study, we refer to the measurement results in the
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representative article [26], because the measured LOS link

was under the condition of the most significant snowstorm

and had the most attenuation among the relevant research

and measurements. The measured values of snowflakes are

with the rate of 3.5 mm/h and the density of 0.52 g/cm3 in

that study. At 300 GHz, the predicted worst-case attenuation

is closed to 2.8 dB for a distance of 8 m in a LOS link,

where the Tx was placed under an overhanging roof and the

beam propagated through the snowfall to the Rx directly.

Hence, in our study, the value of snow attenuation γSnow is

2.8 dB/8 m, i.e., 350 dB/km for each ray.

C. ADDING THE ATTENUATION TO EACH RAY

In the following work, we aim to emphasize the influences of

raindrops and snowflakes.We add the rain attenuation to each

ray in line with their elevation angle and path length and cal-

culate the snow attenuation for each ray in line with their path

length. As to the best of our knowledge, there is no research

on the phase shift after propagating through rain and snow,

we assume that the raindrops and snowflakes do not change

the phase of each ray, but only cause the attenuation in power

domain, namely the amplitude of electric field strength. The

calculation process is as follows:

Pi = 20 log10

∣

∣

∣
Eie

jϕi
∣

∣

∣
(2)

PAtt,i = Pi − γ · di (3)
−−→
EAtt,i = EAtt,i · e

ϕi = 10PAtt,i/20 · ejϕi (4)

where Pi is the power of ith ray; Ei and ϕi denotes the

electric field amplitude and the phase of each ray; γ is the

corresponding unit length attenuation [dB/km]; di is the travel

distance of each ray;PAtt,i is the attenuated power;
−−→
EAtt,i is the

attenuated electric field vector, which contains the attenuated

electric field amplitude EAtt,i and the previous phase ϕi.

V. CHARACTERIZATION OF V2I CHANNEL

IN URBAN SCENARIO

Based on the extensive RT simulation results, we firstly

make the comprehensive characterization for the V2I channel

in the urban scenario with two heights of Tx. The chan-

nel characteristics include path loss, shadow fading, RMS

delay spread, Rician K -factor, and angular spreads. All these

channel parameters are fitted by the normal distribution with

the mean value and standard division. Generally, the simu-

lation configuration for THz wireless communication does

not include the effect of rain caused attenuation, not to men-

tion the snow attenuation, but only the specific attenuation

due to atmospheric gases. Or, most of the work related to

rain and snow attenuation only considers the impact on the

received power. Hence, in our work, by considering the two

weather conditions and the attenuation to each ray, we can

separate the simulations results into sunny, rainy, and snowy

cases and extract the channel parameters accordingly. All the

extracted parameters are summarized in Table 3, where

µDS , µKF , µASA, µASD, µESA, µESD are the mean values of

delay spread, K -factor, ASA, ASD, ESA, ESD, respectively.

TABLE 3. Channel characterization for urban scenario.

FIGURE 8. Path loss in the urban scenario with different heights of Tx.

σSF , σDS , σKF , σASA, σASD, σESA, σESD are the standard devi-

ations of shadow fading, delay spread, K -factor, ASA, ASD,

ESA, ESD, respectively. These channel parameters will be

discussed below separately.

A. PATH LOSS

In this study, the ‘‘A-B’’ model is used to fit the path loss:

PL = A log10(d) + B+ Xσ (5)

where PL is short for path loss, d is the distance between

the Tx and the Rx, A is the slope, B is the intercept, and Xσ

is the shadow fading, which can be expressed as a Gaussian

variable with zero mean value and a standard deviation of

σSF . Fig. 8 shows the RT and fitting results of path loss for

the two heights of Tx, respectively. The results of A and B

for sunny, rainy, and snowy conditions in the urban scenario

imply a similar path loss at each of the corresponding propa-

gation weather conditions and Tx deployments. As compared

between Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, apart from the LOS, there are

more strong reflections from the buildings and even the traffic

signs in the case of ‘‘Urban-25’’. This leads to the more fluc-

tuant path loss when Tx is 25 m high, which means that more

multipaths cause coherent superposition in the propagation

process.

By assuming the limited transmission, the communication

rangewill be limited in a short distance. Asmentioned in [41],

the appropriate frequency band should be determined by the

target propagation distance. The maximum distance can be

VOLUME 7, 2019 166989
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FIGURE 9. One snapshot of the simulations in Urban-5.

FIGURE 10. One snapshot of the simulations in Urban-25.

1 km when the carrier frequency up to 350 GHz. Besides

the free space path loss (142 dB/km), there exists an excess

atmospheric absorption attenuation of 9 dB/km at 350 GHz.

Hence, the corresponding maximum path loss, where the

wireless link can still work, can be approximately 150 dB.

Hence, it is noteworthy that in the snowy weather condition,

A is to be very large and B becomes to be negative numbers.

It means that in the case of snow, the propagation distance

is indeed very limited, wherein the ‘‘Urban-5’’ case, the path

loss is already 145.7 dB at the beginning of the moving route

with a distance of 85 m between Tx and Rx. Hence, the ultra-

high-gain directional antenna is suggested in the THz com-

munication when the propagation distance is over 100 m

under snowy condition.

B. RICIAN K-FACTOR AND RMS DELAY SPREAD

Since the RT simulator is not bandwidth limited, the K -factor

can be directly obtained from its definition - the ratio between

the power of strongest ray (which is the LOS path under LOS

condition or the strongest multipath under NLOS condition)

and the sum of the rest paths. Hence, it can be calculated by

the equation:

KF = 10 · log10

∣

∣E1e
jϕ1

∣

∣

2

∣

∣

∑n
i Eie

jϕi − E1ejϕ1
∣

∣

2
(6)

where KF is short for K -factor, Ei and φi denote the electric

field amplitude and the phase of each ray, respectively. i is

the index of each ray, n is the number of rays, and E1e
jϕ1

represents the electric field vector of the strongest ray.

In addition, the RMS delay spread for the delay time extent

is one of the primary parameters in a multipath radio channel.

It is defined in [42], namely the square root of the second

central moment of the power delay profile (PDP) by the

FIGURE 11. K -factor in the urban scenario with different heights of Tx.

FIGURE 12. RMS delay spread in the urban scenario with different
heights of Tx.

following equation:
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(7)

where στ denotes the RMS delay spread, Pn and τn denote the

power and the excess delay of the n-thmultipath, respectively.

Fig. 11 shows the K -factor and the fitting results, while

Fig. 12 shows the RMS delay spread and the fitting results

for 5-m-high Tx and 25-m-high Tx, respectively. When the

Tx height is 5 m on the sunny day, the mean value of

K -factor is 7.32 dB and the mean value of delay spread is

7.58 ns, respectively. As the Tx height increases to 25 m,

the K -factor decreases to −0.04 dB and the delay spread

is to be 26.62 ns. This comparison indicates that there are

more effective multipaths components (MPCs), as the power

threshold is set to be 50 dB, reflected and scattered from

the building surface. In addition, in the simulation result of

‘‘Urban-5’’ there is one special snapshot, in which the direct

path is blocked by a traffic sign. The traced rays in this

snapshot consist of 11 reflected rays with comparable power.

This is the reason why the minimum value of K -factor in

the case of ‘‘Urban-5’’ is less than −25 dB. Furthermore,

it is noteworthy that the reflected path from the traffic sign

would not appear when Tx is 5 m high as compared between

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The authors of [43] characterized the V2X

channel in a similar urban scenario with a Tx height of 5 m

at 28 GHz, in which the mean values of K -factor and delay

spread are 8.82 dB and 9.33 ns, respectively, which are very

close to the parameters extracted from our simulation results.
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This indicates that the channel propagation characterization is

quite influenced by the transceiver’s location, although they

are jointly determined by the carrier frequency, frequency

bandwidth, and propagation region.

Compared with the realistic modern urban scenario,

the office buildings are covered with smooth glass mostly.

Hence, the strong reflection will happen and our simulation

results also confirm this point. This gives a good inspiration

for the future use of newmaterials as reflectors when the LOS

path is blocked. Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) [44]

and all-dielectric magnetic mirror [45] will be the potential

technology from the idea of strong reflection.

As far as either in the rainy or snowy condition, because

the reflected rays and scattered rays travel through longer

distance compared with the LOS path, they suffer more atten-

uation than the LOS path. Therefore, in rainy and snowy

conditions of each case, the values of K -factor become larger

and the values of delay spread become smaller. Mean values

of K -factor vary from 7.32 dB to 8.36 dB when Tx is 5 m

high, while mean values of K -factor vary from −0.04 dB to

0.80 dB when Tx locates 25 m high. Mean values of delay

spread change from 7.97 ns to 4.91 ns when Tx is 5 m high,

while mean values of delay spread change from 26.62 ns to

5.29 ns when Tx is 25 m high.

C. ANGULAR SPREADS

The angular spread defines the distribution of the arrival and

departure angles of each ray in 3D environments for the Tx

and Rx, respectively. Each ray will be assigned an azimuth

angle in the horizontal plane and an elevation angle in the

vertical plane. Thus, four values of angular spreads can be

calculated as follows:

σAS =

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

N
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n=1

(

θn,µ
)2

· Pn

N
∑
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(8)

where σAS denotes the angular spread (AS), Pn denotes the

power of the n-th multipath, and θn,µ is defined by:

θn,µ = mod (θn − µθ + π, 2π) − π (9)

where θn is the azimuth angle of arrival (AoA)/ azimuth

angle of departure (AoD)/elevation angle of arrival (EoA)/

elevation angle of departure (EoD) of the n-th ray. µn is:

µθ =

N
∑

n=1

θn · Pn

N
∑

n=1

Pn

(10)

The comparison of the sub-figures in Fig.13 shows the

impact on the angular spreads because of the different heights

of Tx of V2I channel in the urban scenario. Generally speak-

ing, the elevation angular spreads of both departure and

arrival are much smaller than the azimuth angular spreads,

FIGURE 13. Angular spreads in the urban scenario with different heights
of Tx.

FIGURE 14. Comparison of the same snapshot of the case Urban-5 and
Urban-25.

implying that the multipaths come from the horizontal direc-

tion mostly. This truthfully responds to the fact that the main

objects are located on the two sides of the Rx vehicle in the

urban scenario. In addition, as shown in Fig. 14 for 5-m-high

Tx and 25-m-high Tx, a ray is reflected from the same point

on the ground, implying that the values of ESD and ESA

are distributed coincidently in some area. However, as an

example shown in Fig. 15, the reflected ray disappears when

Tx is 5 m high; while the reflected ray from the ground with a

large reflection angle still affects the channel characterization

when Tx is 25 high. As can be seen in Fig. 13, the median

values of ESA and ESD are almost 0◦ for 5 m high Tx, which

is quite different when Tx is 25 m high.

Regarding the attenuation caused by raindrops and

snowflakes, as an example, the mean values of ASA under

sunny, rainy, and snowy condition when Tx is 5 m high, are

46.46◦, 45.16◦, and 30.38◦, respectively. The mean values of

ESA under the sunny, rainy, and snowy conditions when Tx

is 5 m high, are the same with 0.47◦, 0.47◦, and 0.47◦, respec-

tively. Since the effective reflected rays and scattered rays
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of the same snapshot of the case Urban-5 and
Urban-25.

travel through longer distance, obviously they have higher

path loss under rainy and snowy conditions. For the reason

that most rays are reflected from the horizontal direction,

the ASA and ASD drop sharply compared with each case in

sunny condition, while ESA and ESD are almost the same

under different weather conditions. Hence, in order to avoid

Fig. 13 look messy, we only exhibit the RT results and fitting

results in the sunny condition.

VI. KEY CHANNEL PARAMETERS OF V2I CHANNEL

IN HIGHWAY SCENARIO

In this part, we make a thorough characterization for three

heights (5 m, 10 m, and 25 m) of Tx for the V2I channel in

the highway scenario based on the extensive RT simulation

results. Furthermore, according to the realistic highway sce-

nario, we divide the highway into two types: with the metallic

noise barriers andwithout themetallic noise barriers (but only

a 0.8-m-high brick fence).

From the simulation results, we are surprised to find that

the metallic barriers do not affect the channel characteristics

when Tx is set to a position of 5 m high or 25 m high.

Each ray coming from two sides of the road is reflected

from the brick fence, but not from the metallic barriers when

Tx is 5 m high. When Tx is 25 m high, the reflected rays

come from the ground and the median strip. Hence, for

the cases ‘‘Highway-5-Barrier’’, ‘‘Highway-5-noBarrier’’,

and ‘‘Highway-25-Barrier’’, ‘‘Highway-25-noBarrier’’, they

have the same channel characteristics despite the metallic

noise barriers. Yet, when the Tx height is 10 m, the metallic

barriers indeed have a great impact on the channel character-

istics, where a strong ray is reflected from the barrier, as com-

pared in Fig. 16 for the cases of ‘‘Highway-10-Barrier’’ and

‘‘Highway-10-noBarrier’’.

All the extracted parameters are summarized in Table 4

for ‘‘Highway-10-Barrier’’ and ‘‘Highway-10-noBarrier’’

cases, also including the impact of the raindrops and

snowflakes. All the extracted parameters are summarized

in Table 5 for ‘‘Highway-25-Barrier’’, ‘‘Highway-25-

noBarrier’’, ‘‘Highway-5-Barrier’’, and ‘‘Highway-5-

noBarrier’’ cases, including the impact of the raindrops and

snowflakes, respectively.

FIGURE 16. Comparison of the same snapshot of the case
Highway-10-Barrier and Highway-10-noBarrier.

TABLE 4. Characterization for highway scenario when Tx is 10 m high.

TABLE 5. Characterization for highway scenario when Tx is 5 m high and
25 m high.

A. PATH LOSS

Still, the ‘‘A-B’’ model is applied to fit the path loss

in the highway scenario. The fitting results are compared

in Table 4 and 5. The results of A for sunny, rainy, and snowy

conditions in the highway scenario are larger than 20, except

for the case ‘‘Highway-10-barrier’’ which is influenced by

the metallic noise barriers. The value of A for the case of
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FIGURE 17. Comparison of K -factor in highway scenario.

FIGURE 18. Comparison of RMS delay spread in highway scenario.

‘‘Highway-10-barrier’’ on sunny day is 19.15, which indi-

cates a light waveguide effect caused by multipaths in the

highway scenario confined by the metallic barriers.

B. RICIAN K-FACTOR AND RMS DELAY SPREAD

Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show the comparison of K -factor and

RMS delay spread for different cases only considering the

sunny condition, respectively. In these figures, ‘‘Highway-

5-no/Barrier’’ means the combination of the two cases

‘‘Highway-5-noBarrier’’ and ‘‘Highway-5-Barrier’’. In the

sameway, ‘‘Highway-25-no/Barrier’’ means the combination

of the two cases ‘‘Highway-25-noBarrier’’ and ‘‘Highway-

25-Barrier’’. The mean values of K -factor for ‘‘Highway-

10-Barrier’’ and ‘‘Highway-10-noBarrier’’ are 1.71 dB and

2.68 dB, respectively, which indicates that the rays reflected

from metallic barriers indeed influence the channel. The

mean values of K -factor for the 25 m high and 5 m high Tx

are 4.30 dB and 2.32 dB, respectively, where the effective

reflected rays are from the same material (brick). Based on

the geometry of the scenario, the reflected angles of the

25-m-high Tx channel are usually smaller than the 5-m-high

Tx channel when the Rx is in the same location.

From the comparison of delay spread, the case of

‘‘Highway-10-Barrier’’ has the largest mean value (9.11 ns)

in the time delay domain, which implies that the strong

FIGURE 19. Angular spreads in highway scenario with different heights of
Tx.

reflected rays also simultaneously travel through longer

distances than other reflected rays. Hence, the attenuation

caused by raindrops and snowflakes has more impact on this

channel. The mean values are 9.11 ns, 8.88 ns, and 6.65 ns in

the proper order of sunny, rainy, snowy conditions. However,

the influences for other cases due to raindrops and snowflakes

can be almost negligible.

C. ANGULAR SPREADS

Fig. 19 shows the influence of the different heights of Tx and

with/without metallic noise barriers on the angular spreads.

It can be seen clearly that the dark blue lines which represents

the case of ‘‘Highway-10-Barrier’’, both in the sub-figures of

ASA and ASD, are quite different from other lines. This

indicates that the strong reflected rays come from the hori-

zontal direction. The strongly reflected rays can also increase

the robustness of the THz wireless link. In addition, this

truthfully gives the idea when the Tx is placed at the right

height, the reflected ray from the metallic barriers will act

as a backup when the direct path is blocked. In the angular

domain, all these cases perform similarly, except the case of

‘‘Highway-10-Barrier’’. By considering the rainy and snowy

conditions, the variation trend of the angular domain is grad-

ually decreasing as the weather deteriorates, typically for the

case of ‘‘Highway-10-Barrier’’.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, to begin with, we recall our previous work about

the channel measurements in a train test center at the central

frequency of 304.2 GHz with 8 GHz bandwidth as the basis
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of this study. Besides the normal sunny condition, since the

wavelength of carrier frequency approaches to the diameter of

the raindrops or snowflakes, the significance of the influence

of these two precipitation on the wireless link cannot be

neglected at THz band anymore. The rain attenuation in our

study at 300 GHz is in addition related to the elevation angle

of each ray, which is ca. 26 dB/km calculated according to

ITU-R. P.838-3 [24]. The snow attenuation in our study is

2.8 dB/8 m, correspondingly 348 dB/km. Hence, in the fol-

lowing part, with the help of a self-developed RT simulator,

extensive simulations have been done for the V2I channel in

two reconstructed urban and highway scenarios considering

the sunny, rainy, and snowy conditions, respectively.

In the urban scenario, the path loss for the two heights

(5 m and 25 m) of Tx is similar. Meanwhile, the case, where

Tx is 5 m high, has smaller RMS delay spread compared to

the case where Tx locates 25 m high. When Tx is deployed

at the height of 25 m, the reflected paths from buildings or

other objects on the two sides of the road can strengthen the

robustness of the communication link. Considering the rainy

and snowy conditions, it can be concluded that the impact of

rain on THz wireless link is limited. Meanwhile, under the

snowy condition, the ultra-high-gain directional antenna is

suggested in the THz communication when the propagation

distance is over 100 m.

At last, the constructed highway scenario is divided into

two cases with metallic noise barriers and without metallic

barriers on the two sides of the road. The RMS delay spread

is quite larger in the case of ‘‘Highway-10-Barrier’’ with the

mean value of 9.11 ns compared to other cases the values

vary from 0.62 ns to 1.45 ns. Since the strong reflected ray is

from the side metallic barrier, it affects the ASA (mean value

80.78◦) and ASD (mean value 80.78◦), where in other cases

themean values of ASAs are from 0.89◦ to 2.48◦ and of ASDs

are from 0.29◦ to 0.40◦. These channel parameters indicate

that the smooth metallic surface indeed affects the channel

characteristics if the reflected points locate on the barrier by

coincidence.

In summary, snow attenuation and rain attenuation have

the greatest impact on path loss generally, and the impact

on other channel parameters is relatively small due to the

sparsity of THz channel.Metallic surfaces indeed have a great

impact on the channel characteristics. THz vehicular links

may experience different channel conditions in reality. For

example, the signal could be blocked by the front truck. Due

to this reason, the LOS communications cannot be guaranteed

for the communicating vehicles. From this aspect, this study

can pave the fundamental of the future work, where the traffic

flow will be under consideration. In addition, the strong

reflection from the metallic surface gives a good inspiration

for the future use of new materials such can as RIS and

all-dielectric magnetic mirrors as reflectors when the LOS

path is blocked. Future efforts will be made to involve the

Doppler effect to analyze the time-vary channel response in

V2I scenarios, and analyze the influence of various antenna

patterns or beamforming strategies.
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